Traditional Retailer
by Tom, Tommy and Dan Clum

Understanding The
Why and How of Traditional

B

y the early 1980s, what we now
call “traditional archery” was
not dead but maybe gasping for
survival. There were still many people
dedicated to the recurve or longbow
but their numbers were very small
compared to those involved in what
we might call “modern archery.” In
the 1980s and 1990s, you could buy
an old Bear or Pearson recurve for $5
to $15 at a garage sale all day long.
In the decade following the mid1980s, a national resurgence started
to take place in “traditional” archery.
In my state of Colorado, Fred Asbell
did clinics on “instinctive shooting”
and sold Bighorn recurves out of a
shop in Ft. Lupton. Keith Chastain,
another Colorado bowyer, continued
to send his custom Wapiti recurve
bows all over the country from his
shop in a detached garage behind his
home. Mike Beckwith, maker of Hawk
recurves, also made a great recurve
and to this day, any limb he ever built
will still fit any riser he has ever made.
The Wapiti and Hawk recurves are

still some of the best shooting recurve
bows in the country. Bob Lee and Dick
Robertson are two other well-known
bowyers who also stayed in the game
throughout the lean years of the sport.
I can’t list them all but there were fine
bowyers all across the country and they
were as busy as they wanted to be.
The recurves built by Bear, Pearson,
Shakespeare, Wing, Browning and
many others from the 1950s through
the 1970s, the ones I call the “classics”
and that you could get in a garage
sale for $5 to $15, now sell for $100
to $500. The resurgence in traditional
archery has pulled their value up with
the increased demand.
Here is an important consideration
for any pro shop in the country: traditional archery is highly demanded by
people wanting to get into the sport
and it is also the least expensive way to
get into the sport. Not only do a lot of
people not want to start archery with a
compound bow but they are not willing
to pay the price to start archery with a
compound bow.

A purchase of a decent recurve,
six arrows, a glove or tab and a stringer
will retail at about $250. A decent compound sold with package accessories
will be $300 to $400 and the purchaser
will still have to buy a release and
arrows. Again, there is a high demand
for inexpensive entry level recurve
bows and accessories. This article is
mainly aimed at the pro shop that has
not entertained traditional archery. To
the shop owners who run well rounded
archery shops, I am preaching to the
choir. I have a shop that was built
around traditional archery first (the
hard way to go). I am not concerned
about competition with other archery
retailers; I welcome them to the fold.
We need to grow all forms of this sport
and create customers for each other.
We all tend to do business with the folks
who live nearest to our stores and those
that we serve well. Remember, though,
when the guy across town creates an
archer, that person will sooner or later
also do some business with you.
For the shop that is just getting

T
Bows and arrows are the first things that come to mind
in outfitting someone. At left is a lineup of Samick
Polaris and Sage bows. Above is part of the inventory
of feather crested arrows for traditional archers that we
keep on hand at Rocky Mountain Specialty Gear.
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started in entry level traditional archery,
here is what you need.
The Bows: There are several
brands of entry level takedown recurve
bows to choose from. The Samick products, in our experience, have the most
popular models: namely the Polaris
and Sage. These models are privately
labeled by some of the big companies
but each is still a Polaris or Sage model.
There are also many lookalikes, many
at lower prices and all of these are a
good place to start. Our experience
with the Samick products has been the
best based on very low warranty issues
and good fit and finish.
There are a number of distributors
of entry level recurves and you can do
business with the distributor of your
choice. However, please take note of
the following: your chosen distributor
should handle warranty issues for you

with little delay or hassle and provide
honest recommendations of bows and
accessories. Stick your toe in the water
first with a small inventory. When you
sell it, you will learn what items sell
best.
The draw weights I recommend
that you stock heavily are from 15 to
35 pounds. The higher weight bows
all sell but the majority of new archers
should and do start with a bow under
40 pounds. Stock Polaris type bows
under 25 pounds and stock Sage type
bows (with black glass and fancier risers) from 25 to 55 pounds. The 50 and
55 pound weights will be the slow sellers. We most often set these bows up to
be shot off of the shelf. This is simple
and the least expensive. The nock set
for them will need to be higher than
you are used to. Start at 1/2 of an
inch above, knowing you may have to
go higher.

Soft bow cases range from simple sleeves to this model
that encloses the bow but allows the full quiver to ride
outside the case.
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The Arrows: The arrow that works
best out of the highest percentage of
bows is a 600 deflection arrow with
feathers. Leave this arrow full length,
as you will not want to stiffen dynamic
spine by cutting it to 1 inch past the
riser; if needed, you can shorten to
stiffen the arrow or add point weight to
weaken the dynamic spine when tuning to a specific bow and archer. Most
of the time, for beginning archers, we
recommend that you leave the arrow
full length and put a 125 or 145 grain
point on the shaft. You will find that
this is a great arrow for bows from 25
to 35 pounds. Do not worry about the
extra weight from the extra length of
the shaft. We are not trying to squeeze
an extra couple of feet per second out
of this setup; we want an arrow that
flies well. The heavier point will reduce
dynamic spine for lighter bows and
improve stability of the arrow. The

A bow stringer is an inexpensive accessory that will safeguard the bow
and the customer. Here Tom Clum (right) shows a customer how to hold the
stringer against the floor with his foot as he flexes the bow and slides the
bowstring into place on the tip.

give us a call for a free catalog on leather products
and traditional accessories made in colorado, u.s.a.

THE HUNT ISN’T OVER AT 60 YARDS.

IT HAS ONLY JUST BEGUN!
you can do this. we can help.

877-843-5559
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extra length also acts to improve the
sight picture for either the instinctive
aimer or the gap shooter. Of course, try
arrows with different deflections until
you find one that flies true.
For bows under 25 pounds or for the
shorter archer, stock some 800 deflection arrows like the Carbon Express
Predator II. For small kids, stock some
900 or 1000 deflection arrows. There are
1000 deflection feathered and fletched
arrows from PSE that sell for $7 each
with a good margin. Check with the
sales reps from the arrow manufacturers that you deal with to get these
lighter spines. Feather fletched 500 or
400 deflection spines will shoot well
out of bows from 35 to 55 pounds.
Experiment with your customers. You
can stand behind them and tell which
arrows fly great. With the beginning
archer, simply look to see which arrow
flies well.
For the experienced archer or
hunter, we like to bare shaft tune. We
will describe this process in a following
article. Your customer will appreciate
the time you take to make sure that
they have the right arrow.
Gloves or Tabs: We are big believers in shooting with tabs but the vast
majority of our customers prefer a
shooting glove. The good old Berlin
style shooting glove is all you need.
Stock tabs and gloves in all sizes.
A Stringer: As part of the care
and keeping of a recurve, you need to

inform your customer that there are
two main ways to ruin a traditional
bow. One is high heat. Never leave a
strung recurve or longbow in a hot car;
it will de-laminate. If a bow needs to be
in a hot car, unstring the bow, put it on
the floor and cover it; it should be fine.
But never leave a dog, child or strung
bow in an enclosed car or truck when
there is sunshine on a warm day.
The other thing that kills any bow is
limb twist and recurve bows have thin
limbs that twist easily. Always use a
stringer. In the old days, manuals actually had pictures of stringing a bow by
bending it over your leg. Old bows had
better lateral stability and mostly stood
up to this abuse. When we see old
bows with twisted limbs, it is almost
always the bottom limb and the limb
was twisted by being strung over a leg.
If you do this to some of the high performance recurves, you can actually
break a limb right then.
Another consideration to teach is
to not stand the bow in a closet. Over
time, the bow standing on end can
actually twist the limb. For storage, we
recommend that the bow be hung on
a peg between the string and the limb,
either strung or unstrung. A person can
also just lay it on its side.
Other Accessories: The items
listed here are all your customer needs
to get going and most will start right
there. There are a multitude of other
accessories that you can sell and I will
list them next. If you build a good traditional presence, you will sell them all. It
is good to note that traditional archers
like leather products. The aesthetic
appeal of leather archery accessories
goes together with traditional archers
like cookies go with milk.
● Bow cases or bow socks

● String keepers to keep the string
taut on the bow when unstrung
● Tip protectors that let the archer
stand the bow on the ground when not
shooting
● Quivers, including side quivers,
bow quivers, back quivers and pocket
quivers (leather is best)
●
Replacement strings, which
should be stocked between 48 and 70
inches; go deeper between 58 and 64
inches
● Armguards, since most traditional archers like to have a leather
armguard
Other accessories you may already
have include tuning supplies like nock
pliers and squares, arrow tubes and
boxes, fletching tools and materials,
judo points, etc. Sales of all of the other
archery related items in your store
will increase.
Remember, if a person has a good
experience and learns to love to shoot,
they will stay in the sport. It is a great
investment to spend time giving a new
archer a basic lesson. This is the added
value that will have them coming back
and give them the main reason to buy
from you instead of the big box. The
big box is not set up to provide additional service, so there is no problem
obtaining a higher price. Earn your
customers’ business. Teach them to
shoot with a foundation in good form
and they will have success. If they have
some success, they will have fun and
stay in the sport. They will observe your
compound shooters and may soon get
the itch for a modern bow. The compound bow shooters will observe the
traditional crowd and get the itch for
a recurve. Then you get the crossover
sales both ways.
I interviewed Brad Love from

Having a variety of point weights on hand will help you adjust the dynamic spine of
arrows so they shoot well out of the lighter draw weight bows beginners typically start
with. When it’s time to set them up for hunting, some customers will want traditional one
piece broadheads, like the assortment of styles shown at the right.
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While shooting tabs work fine, most of those new to traditional archery will opt for a
shooting glove and leather armguard. These Berlin gloves, these decorative armguards
and the custom back quiver at right were all made at Rocky Mountain Specialty Gear.

Western Recreation (WRI Vista/
Fleetwood), a great archery distributor.
I asked him about his observations of
traditional archery and its resurgence.
Love told me that his business started
adding a broad spectrum of traditional
supplies 10 years ago. This addition
was simply in response to the demand
he observed from the traditional market. Love stated that he first noticed
demand coming from compound
shooters who were bored and looking
for the next challenge. He noted the
difference in the traditional mindset
and how much more personal it is to
shoot a recurve. Many new traditional
shooters have told me what I already
know: that they feel a “connection to
the bow” that they have never experienced with their compounds. They
always tell me that they are having
more fun with their traditional equipment and that they look forward to
shooting again.
We have developed a partnership
with WRI and have found their service to be outstanding. That being said,
there are a number of great distributors and a partnership with your nearest distributor is recommended. By
“partnership,” I mean that you should
get to know these people on a first
name basis and have a “go-to” person
to get advice from or settle problems.
Lancaster Archery has the best variety
of target related bows and accessories
and of course does an outstanding job
with the Samick and other brands of
entry level recurves and longbows.

Setting Them Up
When we start a new archer with
a traditional bow, we have a four
step process.
1) We give them a basic lesson

with a 15 pound bow. We teach them
skeletal alignment (the basic T position) and teach them an anchor point.
We teach them to hold and aim and
release from the anchor point while
holding back tension. If time allows,
we morph them into a more proper
back tension release (a subtle increase
in back tension during the expansion
phase of the shot).
2) We walk them up the weights
until we find the highest weight that
they can shoot with comfort and while
maintaining good form. It is never a
mistake to under-bow and always a
mistake to over-bow, even by 2 pounds.
If a person is even slightly overbowed, they cannot get into proper
archery positions and make proper
archery movements.
3) We show them the bows in their
draw weight and let them make a decision about which bow to buy.
4) We match the correct arrows to
the bow decision. For new archers, we
simply watch various full length arrows
fly until we find the one that spins all
the way to the target with no fishtailing.
We save bare shaft tuning (along with
other methods) for our experienced
target archers and hunters. The new
archers will improve their form and
trade their bows in for higher draw
weights as their strength increases.
We have found that offering a
trade-in program for new archers is
a good idea. Offer to trade bows or
just limbs in higher weights at a price
lower than buying a new bow. Offer
your trade-ins on “like” bows between
which the limbs are interchangeable.
Your used inventory will sell quickly, as
many people will want to start archery
at a reduced price. We can maintain
or improve our margins by offering

bows that were “traded in” because we
charge for the trade.
If you would like some advice from
a traditional specialist, give us a call at
(877) 843-5559. Ask for Tom, Tommy or
Dan. Traditional archery is our passion
and we like to share our experience.
Good luck and have fun.
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